
 

 
Flyers 

 
Practice Plan 

 

Date:  06-11-13 Time:  8:15-9:45 Venue: Norma Bush 

Lines: Notes: 

Skate, pass, puck handle, breakouts Point shots, transition 

  

  

  

  

  

 8 min. 

 

B6 or B4 Crossover Skating and Puckhandling  
Key Points:  
This is a great skating and puck handling warm up drill. 
Many variations can be used with the puck or in 
skating tasks.  
Do a different skill in each zone. Keep the feet moving 
it is crossover in large #8's and not tight turns. You can 
also do as a B6 and start out of opposite corners.  
Description:  
Cross Overs and Puck Handling Skills  
Do figure 8's in each zone.  
1. Quick hands and quick feet fwd  
2. Skate backwards  
3. Face the far end transition skate  
4. Carry puck using only the forehand  
5. Use only the backhand.  

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/video.
php?n=20120418155124444   

 

8 min. 
 B6 Chaos NZ Overspeed with Regroup-Pro  
Key Points:  
Players skate as fast as possible weaving through each 
other in the middle. Try various moves and dekes with the 
head up. Whistle about every 7 seconds.  
Description:  
1. Players line up against the boards at the top of the circle.  
2. On the whistle skate into the nzone and make moves at 
top speed.  
Options:  
A. Skate in and shoot then rebound.  
B. Skate to far blue line then in and shoot.  
C. Pass to opposite line then skate and shoot  
Other options:  
1-Circle back for rebound.  
2-Give and go with a player on the goal line.  
3-Defend 1-1 vs. the next second shooter.  
4-Screen and tip for next shooter.  
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.p

hp?f=0&sort=0&s=20121109101355159  

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/video.php?n=20120418155124444
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/video.php?n=20120418155124444
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121109101355159
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121109101355159


 

15 min. TJ and Bax with D 
 B Skills Warm up Finnish U17  
Key Points:  
This is a great way to warm everyone up at the start of a 
practice. Defense do the various breakout options and read 
where the pressure is coming from. Pass the puck back to 
the coach and move thru everyone. Forwards pass with 
good technique and eye contact. Goalie coach work on 
technique and rebound control.  
Description  
A. Defense work with two doing breakout options vs one 
forechecker.  
B. Forwards lines of 3 work in the neutral zone.  
1 - Stationary pass with eye contact.  
2 - Pass while moving always face puck.  
3 - #8 around partners give and go.  
4 - Keepaway 2-1 in four areas.  
5 - Two lines move and pass to other two lines on the blue 
line.  
6 - Two lines of 3 pass while skating on one side of the 
neutral zone.  
C. Goalies work with coach at one end.  
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/video.ph

p?n=20120418122055838  

 

30 min.  
TJ Breakout Instruction and Drill 

 

10 min. Dump the puck in. 
 D1 Full Ice 3 Team Scrimmage  
Key Points:  
Give close support to the ball or puck. Defending team 
create speed through the neutral zone after the 
breakout. New defending team identify coverage when 
the attackers enter the zone.  
Description:  
Three teams play full court or full ice.  
1-Red attacks vs Green at one end.  
2-Green breaks out and attacks vs. Black waiting at 
the other end.  
3-Black breaks out and attacks Red.  
4-Green rests at the original end.  
5-Black attack vs. Green.  
They keep this rotation and play a game up to 5. Start 
another game at 0-0 but switch who they attack first 
i.e. now Green attacks Red and Red attack vs. Black 
and Black vs. Green. This rotation can be used to 
practice team play at full strength and pp and pk.  

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.
php?s=2012013110134174  

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/video.php?n=20120418122055838
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/video.php?n=20120418122055838
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?s=2012013110134174
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?s=2012013110134174


 

10 min. 
 DT100 - 2 on 1 - D Join Attack and F Backcheck  
Key Points:  
This is a continuous 2-1 with one D joining the rush 
and the high F backchecking.  
Forwards enter the zone to support the defense and 
then attack and one backcheck.  
Defense support from the point, defend and then join 
the attack.  
Coach can vary the number of F or D to create 
different situations in each zone.  
Description:  
1. Red F1 and F2 attack 2-1 vs blue D1.  
2. Blue F1-F2 support D1, Red D1 support F1 and F2.  
3. Play 3 on 3  
4. On Transition Blue F1-F2 attack Red D1.  
5. Red F1 Backcheck and Blue D1 join the rush.  
6. Blue D2 and Red F3-F4 support when puck enters 
the zone.  
7. Play 4 on 4 and continue flow.  
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/me

dia.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121104082851444  

 

10 min. D Point Shots  With TJ 
 T2 - D to D and Point Shot - Russian U20  
Key Points:  
Defensemen practice with a coach at one end of the ice. Do 
the breakout options, go, wheel, counter, reverse and over.  
Description:  
1. Coach shoot a puck in.  
2. D1 shoulder check and get the puck.  
3. D1 drive skate to back of the net.  
4. D1 pass to the point or to D2.  
*All of the defense rotate being D1, D2 or D3. Add passes to 
D4 at the middle point and one timer shots.  
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.p

hp?f=0&sort=0&s=20120211113606390   

 

Forwards - Rebound 
 E1 Rebound Game  
This is a scoring contest that seems to be loved by 
players of all ages everywhere in the hockey world.  
Key Points: Make quick shots and one timers and 
goalie read the play.  
Description: 1. Players line up on both side in the slot 
with one shooter at the top. 2. Play games to 5 
between the goalie and shooter. 3. If the goalie freezes 
the puck or it hits the boards behind or at the side the 
goalie gets a point. 4. Players get a point by scoring a 
goal on a shot or rebound. Only one pass is allowed. 
5. Shooter stays if he scores and players rotate if there 
is no goal.  

http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f
=0&sort=0&s=20080723202833407  

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121104082851444
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121104082851444
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120211113606390
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120211113606390
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20080723202833407
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20080723202833407


 

Explanation/Notes: 

  

  

  
 


